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London’s airports growing faster than
UK regions despite capacity problems
London Heathrow’s third runway is not expected to become
operational before 2026 (assuming the planning application is
submitted by 2020 as proposed) and with London Gatwick
already the world’s busiest single runway airport (in terms of
passengers) it may come as a surprise that passenger numbers
across all of London’s six airports (Gatwick, Heathrow, London
City, Luton, Southend and Stansted) have continued to grow
steadily by between 5% and 6% in each of the last four years.
Maybe even more surprisingly, London’s airports have
performed better in terms of annual growth than the rest of
the UK’s airports each year between 2008 and 2015. As a
result, London’s share of total UK passenger traffic actually
increased from 57.3% in 2007 to 60.9% in 2015. Only in the last
two years (2016 and 2017) has traffic been growing more
quickly across the UK’s regional airports (at 8% in both 2016
and 2017) resulting in London’s share of the total market falling
back to 59.4%.

seats on international routes than it did in 2017.
The only airlines among the top 15 to have increased
international capacity by more than 5% in 2018 are Thomas
Cook Airlines (+8%), Wizz Air (+19%) and Norwegian (+20%).
With LCCs (shown in red) filling positions two to five in the
rankings, Virgin Atlantic and American Airlines are the next
biggest legacy airlines in London after British Airways. Two
other LCCs make the top 15, Eurowings and Vueling, but both
have only grown capacity in London by around 1% in 2018.
LCCs and leisure airlines dominate the regions
A similar analysis of the leading airlines for international
capacity at the UK’s regional airports (all those outside of
London) shows that the top three airlines are LCCs (Ryanair,
easyJet and Jet2.com) followed by two leisure airlines (TUI
Airways and Thomas Cook Airlines). The leading legacy carrier
for international seats across the UK’s regional airports is KLM,
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The UK market is the focus of our lead
story in this issue with a comparison of
developments across the airports
serving London and those serving the
rest of the UK. After a couple of years
where the regions grew more quickly,
the London market once again has the
edge in 2018.
Reykjavik and Katowice are the
airports in the spotlight in this issue.
Airline consolidation is likely to impact
the former while the latter has now
had five years of impressive growth.
London beating the regions for 2018 growth
We also examine the evolution of SAS’s So far in 2018 it is once again the London area airports that are
network in Copenhagen and how showing the faster rate of growth, with passenger numbers up
important Flybe is across the 33 UK 3%, while traffic across the whole of the UK is up just 2%.
Heathrow is reporting growth of only 2% and Gatwick just 1%.
airports that it served this summer.
We have details and analysis of over 40
new European routes launched by over
20 airlines during the last fortnight,
plus snapshots of recent traffic
developments across seven European
country markets.

However, Stansted has seen demand increase by almost 8%,
Luton traffic has risen by almost 3%, London City by over 6%
and Southend passenger figures are up 36%, admittedly from a
much lower base.

Many of the UK’s leading regional airports have not had a great
year; Manchester traffic is up just 1%, Birmingham traffic is
down 7%, Southampton is down 4%, Leeds Bradford is down
Ralph Anker 3%, Belfast City down almost 2% and East Midlands and
Glasgow are both down around 1%. However, Edinburgh is
ralph@anker-report.com reporting growth of almost 6% so far this year, with Belfast
International passengers up a similar amount. Just behind are
Bristol (+5%) and Liverpool (+3%).
British Airways still the dominant airline in London
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for 2017 and 2018
confirms that British Airways (+2%) remains the dominant
airline for international services across London’s airports with
almost twice as many seats offered this year as easyJet (+3%)
and Ryanair (+4%) combined. Out of the top 15 airlines in
London this year, only one (TUI Airways) is not offering more
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followed by Flybe, Emirates and Aer Lingus. British Airways
ranks just 37th in this analysis, highlighting how the flag-carrier
has focussed its network strategy towards funnelling traffic
through its Heathrow hub.
Jet2.com has been the star performer for growth in 2018 across
the UK’s regional airports with capacity up over 20%. Curiously,
despite its rapid growth in London, Wizz Air has cut capacity
from UK regional airports by almost 30% in 2018 (reducing
capacity at all seven of the UK regional airports it serves), while
Norwegian has also cut UK regional capacity by over 20%
(pulling out of Birmingham and cutting Manchester capacity by
50%) and fails to make the top 15. Another of Europe’s leading
LCCs, Vueling, cut UK regional capacity by almost 40% in 2018,
with significant cuts to its operations in Birmingham, Edinburgh
and Manchester. Cardiff is now the airline’s leading UK regional
airport for flights, with it serving four destinations in Spain.
Flybe has cut international capacity by around 11% with
Birmingham, Manchester and Southampton all seeing cuts of
between 10% and 20%, while its Doncaster Sheffield base saw a
reduction of around 30% in international flying. However, at
Leeds Bradford Flybe saw significant international growth
thanks to its route to Düsseldorf, which launched in October
2017 and continued to operate
continues on page 10
through all of 2018.
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Copenhagen is SAS’s #1 airport for ASKs thanks to long-haul routes
Of SAS’s three major hubs across Scandinavia,
Copenhagen ranks third in 2018 by scheduled seats,
second by flights operated and first for ASKs (Available
Seat Kilometres). This can be explained by the fact that
the carrier operates 10 long-haul routes from
Copenhagen, five from Stockholm ARN and just two
from Oslo.
The carrier currently accounts for around 36% of
scheduled seat capacity at the Danish airport. Its nearest
rival at the airport is Norwegian, which accounts for
around 20% of the market.
Flights down 23% since 2004
According to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data,
between 2004 and 2018 SAS has actually reduced its
flights at Copenhagen by 23%, cut scheduled seat
capacity by 11% but kept ASKs virtually unchanged.
The biggest upheaval in the airline’s operations at
Copenhagen came in 2009 when seat capacity was cut
by almost 20% compared with 2008. This was after the
global financial crisis of 2008 which also saw local carrier
Sterling fail in October 2008. Since 2009 SAS has actually
grown seat capacity modestly in all years bar 2015 and
2017.
Since 2004, the average aircraft size has grown from 124
seats to 144 seats in 2018, while the average sector
length has increased from 1,316 kilometres to 1,478.
Hong Kong is latest long-haul route
A look at the airline’s biggest routes by weekly ASKs in
August 2018 shows that the top seven routes are all long
-haul with four to the US and three to Asia. All these
routes are served daily in summer. Two other US routes
(to Boston and Miami) also make the top 12.
The airline’s newest long-haul route to Hong Kong only
began at the end of October, having been moved from
Stockholm for strategic reasons. It will replace Cathay
Pacific on the route. The Hong Kong based carrier only
launched its own service on the route in May of this
year. The only direct competition on any of the long-haul
routes comes from Air China on the Beijing route
The leading European routes by ASKs are Stockholm
ARN, London LHR and Oslo OSL, followed by Bergen,
Athens and Palma de Mallorca.
Five new routes already announced for S19
SAS has already announced plans to launch at least five
new routes from Copenhagen in 2019. These are Catania
(3-weekly from June), Florence (3-weekly from April),
Marseille (2-weekly from June), Newquay (2-weekly
from June) and Szczecin (5-weekly from April).
However, based on current schedule filings it seems that
SAS will no longer be serving Pristina, Riga, Sarajevo and
Toulon in 2019. The latter two were only launched
earlier this year.

SAS’s summer network changes from Copenhagen 2005-2019
Year

Non-stop summer destinations added

Non-stop summer destinations dropped

2005

Aberdeen, Beirut, Cairo, Cologne Bonn, JKG, Luxembourg, Lyon, Newcastle, Nuremberg,
Palanga, Stockholm VST

Ankara, Belgrade, Lisbon, Malta, Skopje, Split, Stockholm BMA, Tampere

2006

London LCY, Tampere, Turku

Alicante, Beirut, Billund, Cairo, Istanbul IST, Krakow, Malaga, Palma de
Mallorca, Pristina, Sarajevo, Vilnius, Zagreb

2007

Kangerlussuaq, Pristina

Budapest, Newcastle, Shanghai, Stockholm VST

2008

Alesund, Bucharest OTP, Kiev KBP

Jonkoping, Lyon

2009

Alicante, Barcelona, Malaga

Cologne Bonn, Kangerlussuaq, Prague, Tampere, Vienna

2010

Lyon, Vilnius

Alicante, London LCY, Nuremberg, Seattle-Tacoma

2011

Palma de Mallorca, Wroclaw

Malaga, Kiev KBP

2012

Billund, Dubrovnik, Kaliningrad, Katowice, Malaga, Shanghai, Split, Tel Aviv, Trondheim

Kristiansand

2013

Alicante, Biarritz, Budapest, Cagliari, Gazipasa, Lodz, Newcastle, Palermo, Prague, Pula,
San Francisco, Thessaloniki

Bangkok, Katowice, Lyon

2014

Bastia, Bremen, Chania, Faro, Leeds Bradford, Linkoping, Montpellier, Naples, Pisa

Kaliningrad, Lodz

2015

Ankara, Edinburgh

Bastia, Cagliari, Faro, Leeds Bradford, Madrid, Turku

2016

Boston, Faro, Krakow, Miami, Reykjavik KEF, Tallinn, Vienna

Ankara, Budapest, Luxembourg, Milan LIN, Moscow SVO, Tel Aviv

2017

Kaunas, Malta, Olbia, Riga, Vagar

Bremen, Gazipasa, Linkoping

2018

Beirut, Gazipasa, Genoa, Lisbon, Sarajevo, Toulon

Barcelona, Kaunas, Newcastle, St. Petersburg, Vienna

2019

Catania, Florence, Hong Kong, Marseille, Newquay, Szczecin

Pristina*, Riga*, Sarajevo*, Toulon*

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for May-September for 2004-2019. * Not currently listed in schedule data for S19. Could still operate.
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Austria: The growing competition among LCCs at Vienna
has been beneficial to the airport’s passenger numbers
in September with demand up over 10%. Three of
Austria’s other top 6 airports have also seen double-digit
growth, though Salzburg reported a small drop.
Belgium: Only very modest overall growth in the Belgian

market in October with the country’s main airport
reporting a 2% drop in passenger numbers. Three of the
country’s top 8 airlines recorded small capacity cuts
Bulgaria: Healthy growth of between 5% and 10% for all
three of the country’s main airports in September. Three
of the top 9 airlines recorded capacity growth of more

than 20%, including third-ranked Ryanair which is now
close to becoming the country’s second biggest airline.
Denmark: Copenhagen reported growth of 4% in
October but Aarhus (+41%) was the star performer.
easyJet (+32%) is the fastest-growing airline in Denmark
last month though Norwegian (+14%) added more seats.
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Reykjavik prepares for consolidation as Icelandair acquires WOW air;
the two carriers currently compete head-to-head on 19 routes
The incredible growth of passenger traffic at Iceland’s
main airport of Reykjavik KEF has been one of the
aviation success stories of the decade. In 2009, after the
global financial recession the airport handled just 1.83
million passengers having peaked in 2007 at 2.43 million.
However, starting in 2010 the airport has reported
double-digit growth every year, with demand increasing
by over 20% in each of the last four years.
WOW air takes over from Iceland Express
Icelandair has always been the biggest carrier at the
airport but it started to face local competition in 2003
when Iceland Express began operating. The airline
focussed mainly on European routes and aircraft were
operated by other carriers such as Astraeus.
In 2012 Iceland Express collapsed after WOW air,
another local LCC, was launched in May 2012. The airline
(see issue 1 of The ANKER Report) grew rapidly and
currently has a fleet of 20 Airbus aircraft, a mix of A320s,
A321s and A330s, which has enabled it to launch
services to multiple destinations in North America. The
competition with Icelandair has been significant resulting
in the recent announcement that Icelandair will acquire
WOW air, though it plans to continue to operate both
brands separately.
Icelandair’s seat share below 50% in 2018
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for all of 2018
indicates that Icelandair’s share of scheduled seat
capacity is 45% while WOW air’s share is 32%.
Icelandair’s seat capacity has grown by just 3% in 2018
compared with 24% growth for WOW air. This summer
the two carriers have competed head-to-head on 19
routes; Amsterdam, Baltimore/Washington, Boston,
Brussels BRU, Chicago, Cleveland, Copenhagen, Dallas/
Fort Worth, Dublin, Frankfurt, London LGW, Milan MXP,
Montreal, New York EWR, New York JFK, Paris CDG, San
Francisco, Stockholm ARN and Toronto.
The next biggest carriers at the airport are easyJet (5.1%
of seats), Wizz Air (3.9%) and Norwegian (2.3%). easyJet
serves Reykjavik from nine airports, seven in the UK and
two in Switzerland (Basel and Geneva). Wizz Air serves
the Icelandic capital from 10 airports, having added new
routes from London LTN and Poznan. Norwegian offers
flights to eight airports; Alicante, Barcelona, Bergen,
London LGW, Madrid, Oslo OSL, Rome FCO (new in
2018) and Stockholm ARN (also new in 2018).
American Airlines and United Airlines new in 2018
Delta Air Lines has served Reykjavik for some years from
Minneapolis/St. Paul (since May 2016) and New York JFK
(since June 2011). It was joined at the airport this year
by its two major US rivals. American Airlines began
service from Dallas/Fort Worth, while United Airlines
started seasonal flights from New York EWR.
In the space of just three weeks in May/June 2018
American Airlines, Icelandair and WOW air all launched
service between Iceland and Dallas/Fort Worth. United
Airlines’s decision to launch seasonal services from New
York EWR on 23 May meant that it would also be
competing directly with both Icelandair and WOW air.
Copenhagen still #1 for flights and seats
In 2018 the leading routes for flights (and seats) are

Copenhagen, London LGW, London LHR and Amsterdam.
The Danish capital is served by Icelandair, SAS and WOW
air. The London market is served by no fewer than six
airlines; British Airways, easyJet, Icelandair, Norwegian,
TUI Airways and Wizz Air.
In terms of ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) the top
routes from Reykjavik KEF in 2018 are New York JFK
followed by New York EWR, Boston, Chicago and

Copenhagen. Last year Boston was #1 followed by
Copenhagen.
This year Reykjavik has been connected to 24 US
destinations (as well as five in Canada) up from 18 in
2017. For comparison, Frankfurt has direct flights to 30
US destinations while London LHR has 28, Paris CDG has
25 and Amsterdam 19. Looking ahead, WOW air will
launch flights to Delhi and Orlando in December.

New destinations (not new routes) from Reykjavik KEF 2013-2018
Year

Icelandair / Air Iceland Express

WOW air

Other carriers

2013

Anchorage, New York EWR, St. Petersburg

Bristol (easyJet)

2014

Edmonton, Geneva, Vancouver

Basel (easyJet), Belfast BFS (easyJet), Birmingham (Flybe), Geneva (easyJet),
Tenerife TFS (Primera Air)

2015

Orlando, Portland

Baltimore/Washington, Dublin, Rome FCO

Almeria (Primera Air), Bodrum (Primera Air), Chania (Primera Air), Gdansk
(Wizz Air), Jerez (Primera Air), Lisbon (Primera Air), London STN (easyJet),
Malaga (Primera Air), Rome FCO (Primera Air and Vueling)

2016

Aberdeen, Chicago, Kangerlussuaq,
Montreal, Narsarsuaq

Los Angeles, Montreal, Nice, San Francisco,
Stockholm VST

Bremen (Germania), Budapest (Wizz Air), Friedrichshafen (Germania),
Palma de Mallorca (Primera Air), Riga (airBaltic)

2017

Belfast BHD, Philadelphia, Tampa

Cork, Miami, Pittsburgh, Tel Aviv

Dresden (Germania), East Midlands (TUI Airways), Katowice (Wizz Air),
Kaunas (Wizz Air), London LCY (BA CityFlyer), Nuremberg (Germania),
Prague (Czech Airlines and Wizz Air), Trieste (Primera Air),
Wroclaw (Wizz Air)

2018

Cleveland, Dallas/Fort Worth, Kansas City

Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas/Fort Worth,
Delhi, Detroit, St. Louis

Dallas/Fort Worth (American Airlines), Luxembourg (Luxair), Moscow DME
(S7 Airlines), Poznan (Wizz Air)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data.
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Portugal: Results varied across the country’s airports in
September with Lisbon (+7%) and Porto (+10%)
reporting healthy growth while Faro and Funchal both
saw traffic drop by between 2% and 3% compared with
last September. TAP Portugal continues to grow faster
than its rivals.

Romania: Bucharest traffic was up 8% in September
helping drive 8% growth across all airports in the
country. Wizz Air (+15%) and TAROM (+8%) both saw
capacity growth in Romania while Blue Air (down 8%)
and Ryanair (down 14%) offered leas capacity in
Romania than last September.

Spain: Traffic was up 6.5% in October, though five of the
top 12 airports in Spain reported traffic growth of less
than 2%. The busiest airports performed above average
with Madrid traffic up almost 10% and Barcelona
demand rising 9%. The top 6 airlines all posted growth of
more than 8%, though TUI Group traffic was down 6%.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Adria Airways began connecting Paderborn/Lippstadt in
Germany with London SEN on Thursday 8 November.
The 3-weekly service (Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays)
on the 550-kilometre route will be flown using a Saab
2000, which also offers flights from the German airport
to Vienna and Zurich. These flights were launched at the
beginning of W18/19. The German airport previously
had direct service to London STN with airberlin between
September 2002 and October 2011, and then with Air
France (using VLM’s Fokker 50s) to London LCY between
April 2013 and March 2014.

Avianca launched its fourth non-stop route between
Bogota and Europe on 16 November when it began 5weekly service to Munich. The 9,320-kilometre route is
not served by any other carrier and will be flown using
the airline’s 787-8s. Avianca already links the Colombian
capital with Barcelona, London LHR and Madrid. Air
Europa, Air France, Iberia, KLM, Lufthansa and Turkish
Airlines also fly non-stop to Bogota from their main
hubs, though KLM’s service returns via Cartagena and
Turkish Airlines’s service returns via Panama City.
British Airways CityFlyer on 11 November began
connecting London LCY with Rome FCO. The route will
be flown 6-weekly using Embraer E190s and faces no
direct competition. The Italian capital has previously
been served from London LCY by Alitalia between April
2013 and March 2018. The Italian flag-carrier also
operated the route 6-weekly. BA CityFlyer will serve 25

destinations from London LCY this winter and accounts
for around 51% of the airport’s scheduled seat capacity
this winter according FlightGlobal schedules data.
British Airways once again connects London with
Cologne Bonn. On 16 November the UK flag-carrier
began 4-weekly flights to the German airport from
London LGW using its A320-series aircraft. It last served
Cologne Bonn in W05/06 from London LHR. Although
the airline faces no direct competition, Eurowings serves
London LHR (18-weekly) and London STN (15-weekly),
Ryanair also serves Stansted 15-weekly, while Flybe
currently offers 6-weekly from London SEN. Apart from
Cologne Bonn, BA’s other new Gatwick routes this
winter from Gatwick are Las Vegas (resumed in S18),
Lyon (starting 15 December) and Palma de Mallorca
(resumed in May 2018). However, Oakland service,
which operated last winter, has now become a seasonal,
summer-only route.

Brussels Airlines now operates its weekly (Monday)
service from Brussels to Djerba in Tunisia via Monastir,
making Monastir a new destination for the Star Alliance
member. The service operates Brussels-Monastir-Djerba
-Brussels until 1 April using an A319. Tunisair also
operates a weekly service between Monastir and
Brussels using a 737-600.
Condor has added Curacao to its Frankfurt network with
the launch on 7 November of a weekly (Wednesday)
service using its 767s. No other carrier serves the 8,090kilometre route. The leisure carrier also began a weekly
(Tuesday) service between Hamburg and Agadir on 8
November. The 3,030-kilometre route will be flown

using an A321 and is a new route for the German airport.
Cyprus Airways now offers passengers a further choice
on flights between Larnaka and Thessaloniki. On 7
November the airline began 2-weekly (Wednesdays and
Sundays) service on the 1,130-kilometre route using its
A319s. Olympic Air currently serves the market daily
using A320s operated by parent company Aegean
Airlines. Blue Air offers 6-weekly flights using its 737800s. The route was also served by Cobalt with daily
flights until that carrier’s recent collapse. Cyprus Airways
this winter will also serve Athens, Beirut, Prague and Tel
Aviv from Larnaka.
easyJet has made Aqaba in Jordan its latest destination
with the launch of weekly flights from Berlin SXF (on 3
November) and London LGW (on 10 November). Neither
route faces any direct competition. Another new weekly
service from Berlin TXL to Hurghada in Egypt also
launched on 3 November. However, this route is already
served by Germania (3-weekly), Corendon Europe (2weekly), SundAir (2-weekly) and TUI fly Deutschland
(weekly). easyJet also launched three other routes from
UK airports in the last fortnight, all of which will operate
2-weekly. London STN is now connected to Tel Aviv
(competing with Arkia Israeli Airlines’s 3-weekly
service), Manchester is now connected to Budapest
(competing with Ryanair and Jet2.com) and Manchester
is also linked with Lanzarote. The latter route is already
quite well served by Ryanair (6-weekly), Jet2.com (5weekly), Thomas Cook Airlines (5-weekly) and TUI
Airways (4-weekly). This winter easyJet accounts for
around 16% of scheduled seat capacity at Manchester,
making it the airport’s second biggest airline, just behind
Ryanair. Compared with last winter it is serving seven
new routes; apart from Budapest and Lanzarote the LCC
has also added Bordeaux, Faro and Lisbon at the start of
W18/19, while services to Barcelona and Innsbruck both
begin in December.
Edelweiss Air launched three new long-haul routes from
Zurich during the last two weeks. On 3 November
Colombo in Sri Lanka was added to the airline’s network,
followed by Buenos Aires in Argentina on 7 November
and Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam on 15 November. All
three routes will be flown 2-weekly by the airline using
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Latest European route news
its A340-300s with parent company SWISS codesharing.
None of the routes is currently served from Zurich. At
11,300 kilometres, Buenos Aires easily becomes
Edelweiss Air’s longest route, over 1,500 kilometres
longer than its new route to Vietnam. This winter the
airline is serving 16 long-haul destinations non-stop, all
of which are over 7,000 kilometres from Zurich.
On Saturday 3 November Eurowings added three new
routes to the Canary Islands to its network. Salzburg is
now linked with Gran Canaria, while Lanzarote and
Tenerife TFS are now served from Stuttgart. All three
routes are served weekly. The two Stuttgart routes are
already both served by Condor and TUI fly Deutschland.
This winter Eurowings is serving 35 destinations from
Stuttgart and accounts for around 43% of scheduled seat
capacity at the airport according to analysis of
FlightGlobal schedules data.
Germania continues to grow its presence at Bremen
with the addition of a new, weekly service to La Palma in
the Canary Islands. Launched on 7 November the service
faces no direct competition. This winter Germania is the
third biggest carrier at Bremen (behind Lufthansa and
Ryanair) with approximately 12% of seats, having
increased capacity by around 14% compared with

Manchester on 5 November. The 5-weekly service will
be flown using the airline’s A330-200s and faces no
direct competition. This is Jet Airways’s third route to
the UK as it already serves London LHR from both Delhi
and Mumbai. In addition, Jet Airways also serves
Amsterdam and Paris CDG non-stop from Mumbai. This
is not the first direct service between Manchester and
India as Thomas Cook Airlines and TUI Airways both
already serve the holiday destination of Goa this winter.

W17/18. Germania also launched a new route from
Nuremberg to Agadir on 6 November. The weekly
service faces no competition and is the German airport’s
second route to Morocco as Ryanair recently began a 2weekly service to Marrakech. Germania is Nuremberg’s
fourth biggest carrier this winter with just under 10% of
seat capacity. Its capacity is up 40% compared with
W17/18. Apart from Agadir it has also added a new
route to Antalya (1 May) while Athens is now served
year-round.

Jet2.com selected Friday 9 November as the launch date
for its resumption of service between Leeds Bradford
and Krakow. The 2-weekly service will operate Mondays
and Fridays on the 1,530-kilometre route. Ryanair
already serves the market with 4-weekly flights this
winter. Jet2.com already serves Krakow from
Birmingham, Manchester and Newcastle. This winter
Jet2.com is now the biggest airline at Leeds Bradford
having just edged ahead of Ryanair according to analysis
of FlightGlobal schedules data. Jet2.com accounts for
around 39% of seat capacity at the airport this winter. In
December the airline will serve 21 destinations from
Leeds Bradford including Christmas routes to Cologne
Bonn (a single flight in December) and a handful of
flights in November and December to New York EWR.

Jet Airways began non-stop service from Mumbai to

Laudamotion has added Fuerteventura to its winter
network from Vienna. A weekly (Saturday) service was
launched on 10 November. Competition on the 3,400kilometre route comes from Eurowings (2-weekly) and
Austrian Airlines (weekly). Laudamotion’s share of the
Vienna market this winter is estimated to be around 5%.
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Lufthansa now serves Agadir from its Munich hub. A
weekly (Sunday) service was introduced on 4 November
on the 2,690-kilometre route. Competition on the route
comes from Condor (2-weekly) and Air Arabia Maroc
(weekly). Lufthansa began serving Agadir from its
Frankfurt hub on 29 October with 2-weekly flights. This
winter Lufthansa is serving a number of destinations
that it did not serve last winter from Munich. Apart from
Agadir, this includes Funchal, Katowice, Lodz and
Singapore which all launched during S18, Edinburgh and
Tromsø (both of which will launch at the beginning of
December) and Tunis, which is now served year-round
rather than just during the summer. However, Ankara
and Chisinau, which were served in W17/18 will not be
served by Lufthansa from Munich in W18/19. The
Ankara route is now served by SunExpress instead.
Although no carrier currently connects Munich and
Chisinau, Wizz Air will begin connecting the Moldovan
capital with Memmingen from 15 December.
Norwegian is growing its Finnish operation with the
addition of two new routes from Helsinki. Weekly flights
to both Agadir and Tel Aviv launched on Saturday 3
November. No other carrier serves the Agadir market.
However, Finnair serves Tel Aviv with a weekly service.
A new route to Gdansk launched at the end of October.
This winter Norwegian accounts for 15% of scheduled
seat capacity at Helsinki, compared with 13% last winter.
However, seasonal services to Dubai, which resumed at
the start of W18/19 will end on 10 January 2019, while 2
-weekly service to Madrid is also set to finish, this time
on 11 January. Finnair serves both Dubai and Madrid
during W18/19 while flydubai launched daily service to
Helsinki from Dubai on 11 October.

winter’s new routes are Bordeaux, Brest, Turin, Valencia
and Venice TSF, though the route to Bremen has been
suspended.
SAS on 5 November began 4-weekly service from
Stockholm ARN to Oulu in Finland. The 700-kilometre
route is not served by any other carrier. Bombardier CRJ
900s will operate the route with CityJet operating three
of the weekly flights and Regional Jet of Estonia
operating the other flight. SAS last served this route in
February 2015. Frequency on the route will increase
considerably at the start of S19 with 2-daily flights
Monday to Friday and Sunday. Oulu is SAS’s fifth
destination in Finland to be served from Stockholm ARN
this winter after Helsinki, Tampere, Turku and Vaasa.
SmartWings now connects three French regional
airports with Lanzarote in the Canary Islands. On Friday
9 November weekly flights from Lille were launched,
followed by weekly flights from Lyon and Nantes, which
began on Saturday 10 November. The only competition
on any of these routes comes from Volotea which also
offers a weekly service between Nantes and Lanzarote.
SmartWings will operate 737-800s on these new
seasonal routes.
Transavia has launched routes from three of its bases in
the last fortnight. The Dutch part of the airline (IATA
code HV) has added Eilat/Ovda to its Amsterdam
network with the introduction of 2-weekly flights on 3
November. From its Rotterdam base it has added weekly
flights to Lanzarote and Nador in Morocco. In addition,
the French part of the airline (IATA code TO) began 2weekly service from Nantes to Tel Aviv on 7 November.
None of the four new routes faces direct competition.
Transavia accounts for over 70% of seat capacity at
Rotterdam this winter.

German airports. TUI fly Deutschland also launched the
only service between Germany and Luxor in Egypt on 5
November. The leisure airline is offering weekly flights
from Frankfurt until the end of April using its 737-800s.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data Luxor was last
served from Germany in April 2013.
Turkish Airlines started daily service from Istanbul (ISL)
to Baku on 8 November. This is the fifth route the carrier
has launched from Istanbul’s new mega airport. All other
routes are expected to transfer over to the new airport
at the end of the year. Turkish Airlines continues to
serve Baku from Istanbul IST with 4-daily flights. It also
began daily service to the Azerbaijani capital from
Istanbul SAW on 6 September.
Wizz Air added another five routes during the last
fortnight to its ever-expanding network. On 9 November
the ULCC began 2-weekly flights between Budapest and
Eilat/Ovda as well as between Kaunas and Turku. The
latter route is slightly unusual for the airline as neither
airport is a designated base. A day later it was Sofia’s
turn to be connected to Eilat/Ovda in Israel, also 2weekly. This means that the Israeli airport is now served
by Wizz Air from seven airports across its network. On
13 November Wizz Air launched its third route to
Ukraine from London LTN (after Kiev IEV and Lviv), a 3weekly service to Kharkiv. Finally, on Friday 16
November, Thessaloniki was added to Wizz Air’s Vienna
network with the introduction of 2-weekly flights. This
last route is the only one on which the airline will face
competition as Austrian Airlines connects the two
airports with daily flights. Thessaloniki is now served by
Wizz Air from four airports, the others being Budapest,
Iasi and Kutaisi.

TUI fly Deutschland has become the latest European
leisure airline to serve Dubai DWC. A 2-weekly service
from Berlin TXL was launched on 4 November using the
airline’s 737-800s. This 4,650-kilometre route appears to
be a dedicated charter service as seats are not bookable
on the airline’s website. Fellow German leisure carrier
Condor already serves Dubai DWC from a number of

Pegasus Airlines began a weekly service between
Ankara and Hamburg on Saturday 3 November. The
2,290-kilometre route is not served any other airline.
Hamburg becomes the fifth German city to be served by
Pegasus from the Turkish capital, joining Cologne Bonn,
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt and Stuttgart. All five routes are
served either weekly or 2-weekly.
Ryanair now connects its Moroccan base of Fez with
Paris XCR. The weekly (Saturday) service was launched
on 3 November. This is only Ryanair’s third route to
Paris XCR after Marrakech and Porto. The ULCC’s
network from Fez this winter now comprises 22 routes,
up from 17 in W17/18. Apart from Paris XCR, this
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Katowice reporting growth of 26% this year; new Ryanair Sun flights
contributing to rapid growth; passed 4m passengers in early October
Katowice in southern Poland lies just 65 kilometres west
of Krakow and 230 kilometres south-west of Warsaw. It
is only 290 kilometres from the Slovakian capital
Bratislava and 345 kilometres from the Czech capital
Prague.
Wizz Air’s first base
In 2003 Katowice served just 250,000 passengers. When
Poland joined the European Union on 1 May 2004 things
changed dramatically with Wizz Air launching flights
from the airport on 19 May 2004, making it the airline’s
first base, as flights from Budapest did not commence
until 24 June.
By the end of 2008 passenger numbers had grown to
just over 2.4 million, with Wizz Air accounting for almost
three-quarters of all scheduled seats. However, during
the following five years to 2013, traffic barely grew and
hovered around the 2.5 million mark.
However, since 2013 growth has returned at the airport
with over three million passengers processed in 2015
and almost four million in 2017. Last year saw Katowice
record growth of 21% and this trend has continued into
2018. In the first ten months of this year passenger
numbers are up 26% and the airport’s four millionth
passenger was welcomed in early October.
Seasonality is an issue for the airport with the summer
peaks of July and August welcoming three times as many
passengers as February.
Enter Air, Ryanair and Ryanair Sun growing fast
Figures provided by the airport to The ANKER Report
show that in 2018 so far Wizz Air remains the airport’s
leading airline accounting for almost half of all
passengers. Polish charter airline Enter Air is second with
Travel Service Polska, Ryanair and Ryanair Sun the other
airports in the top 5. Wizz Air (+17%), Enter Air (+25%)
and Ryanair (+31%) have all seen significant increases in
passenger numbers, while Ryanair Sun only began
services in April 2018.
Wizz Air serves over 40 destinations
This summer Wizz Air served 41 destinations from
Katowice, though this falls to 27 in winter due to the
number of seasonal services operated. New routes have
been launched in S18 to Athens, Faro, Kharkiv, Lviv,
Malaga, Memmingen, Podgorica and Porto. However,
service to Belfast BFS, Lanzarote, Maastricht and Paris
BVA was discontinued in S18.
For W18/19 Wizz Air appears to have suspended flights
from Katowice to Agadir, Bari, Bologna, Eilat/Ovda,
Frankfurt HHN, Glasgow, Lisbon and Naples.
Ryanair adds three routes, launches Ryanair Sun
Although not a Ryanair base (unlike nearby Krakow), the
Irish ULCC does offer a number of routes from the
airport. In W17/18 it added new routes to Athens,
Edinburgh and Milan MXP which it continued into S18,
raising its network in S18 to eight routes, including a
daily service to London STN.

destinations in and around the Mediterranean, including
airports in Cyprus, Greece, Spain and Turkey.

house LCC Transavia operates flights from Amsterdam.

LOT and Lufthansa are leading flag-carriers

Longest scheduled routes are to UAE

In April the carrier launched Ryanair Sun, an airline
dedicated to charter operations across several Polish
airports. One 737-800 appears to have been based at
Katowice and operated flights to several leisure

The only flag-carriers serving Katowice are LOT Polish
Airlines (from Warsaw WAW) and Lufthansa (from
Frankfurt and Munich). The Munich route, operated
daily, was launched at the beginning of S18. KLM’s in-

Katowice is yet to attract any long-haul scheduled
services with the airport’s longest routes currently to
Dubai DWC (with Wizz Air) and to Ras Al-Khaimah (with
Travel Service Polska), though there are some charter
services to Colombo in Sri Lanka and Mombasa in Kenya.
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Just outside the top 15 in 16th place is Qatar Airways,
which increased UK regional capacity by 18% in 2018,
helped by launching its new route to Cardiff (on 1 May)
to add to its existing services to Birmingham, Edinburgh
and Manchester.
London now has non-stop flights to Australia
Analysis of the number of countries served non-stop
with scheduled flights during the last decade confirms
what might be expected, that London airports offer
more country markets than are available from the UK’s
regional airports.
This year London is connected to 106 countries with non
-stop flights, one more than in 2017. Australia became a
new destination in 2018 thanks to Qantas launching nonstop flights from Perth to London Heathrow while Brunei
is now served non-stop rather than via Dubai. The
Seychelles is now served non-stop by British Airways
from Heathrow, a route launched in March 2018.
However, Rwanda (served by RwandAir from Gatwick)
and Bosnia & Herzegovina (served by Wizz Air in 2017
with flights from London Luton to Tuzla) are no longer
served with direct flights.
Services resume to Tunis from UK regions in S18
New country markets from UK regional airports in 2018
include Estonia (Ryanair began serving Tallinn from
Edinburgh on 29 October) and Tunisia (Thomas Cook
Airlines and TUI Airways both resumed service to Enfidha
from various UK regional airports in S18).
Langkawi in Malaysia will welcome UK regional flights
with TUI Airways from Birmingham and Manchester
starting at the end of December.

Jet Airways latest carrier to serve UK regions
Jet Airways recently became the newest airline to offer
international flights from a UK regional airport with the
introduction of its 5-weekly Mumbai to Manchester
route on 5 November.

Primera Air (from Birmingham) and VLM (from
Aberdeen, Birmingham and Manchester) were two other
carriers to start international routes from UK regional
airports in 2018. Unfortunately both carriers ceased
operations completely during the course of the year.

Flybe accounts for over half of all flights at 11 UK airports in 2018;
over 80% of flights at Anglesey, Belfast City, Exeter and Southampton
Exeter-based UK regional carrier Flybe recently announced
that it had put itself up for sale, as the airline continues to
struggle with profitability. Although the airline made a
modest profit during the summer period, it typically loses
more money in winter than it makes in summer. The
airline’s focus is the UK domestic market (see Issue 13/14 of
The ANKER Report) where the government’s Air Passenger
Duty (APD) and rising fuel costs have not helped.
Operates from 33 UK airports in 2018
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data shows that Flybe has
operated from 33 UK airports in 2018. At one-third of those
the airline accounts for over half of all scheduled flights,
while at four of the airports the carrier’s share is over 80%.
However, at six airports Flybe is responsible for just 2% (or
fewer) of flights.
Of the airline’s five biggest bases (shown in red), Flybe
accounts for over 93% of flights in Southampton and 81% at
Belfast City. At Birmingham it has 32% of flights and around
18% at both Edinburgh and Manchester. At the airline’s
base in Exeter it has 82% of flights and 77% of seats.
Has 55% of UK domestic capacity not involving London
Flybe accounts for some 55% of all UK domestic flights (and
seats) that do not involve one of the six London airports. In
terms of flights, Loganair comes second with 20%, while
easyJet comes second for seat capacity with 32%.
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